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� Traditional methods for stenosis analysis are 

based on the doctor’s personal experience and 

visual evaluation

A computational approach for stenosis analysis  � A computational approach for stenosis analysis  
has many advantages

� An important step for the stenosis analysis is 

the blood vessels detection
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Problem StatementProblem Statement

� Given a digital angiography from an X

CathLab apparatus, the problem is to extract 

the cardiac coronary tree with the maximum 

branches as possible

� Challenges on this approach:

�Complex nature of vessels tree

�Imperfection on the images (noise)

�Brightness and contrast non
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Automatic Segmentation of the cardiac 

coronary artery tree  from angiographies
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� The artery identification is based on a threshold 

applied to ROI around a seed point. This seed 

point is given by the doctor with a mouse click
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Methodology

� In the circle area, all the pixels intensities are 

evaluated to find a good local threshold to 

identify which ones belong to the coronary

After that, it is possible to compute the artery � After that, it is possible to compute the artery 
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� In both artery identified ends, the diameter is 

computed and its mean point is the center of 

new circles
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smaller than a minimum specified

� Connected components is used to avoid non
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� Circle radius – Depends on the image 

resolution, artery diameter, algorithm for 

thresholding, image quality
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� Images with different brightness and contrast 

depending on the patient weight
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Vessel Resemblance Function 

Schrijver and Slump

� This approach gives a vessel resemblance 

value for each pixel in the image

� It works with feature image

� It works with different scales
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Eigenvalues of Hessian

� Strongest Eigenvalue gives the strength of the 3D 
surface

� The artery is a dark region against a brighter 

background – First derivative increases which background – First derivative increases which 
means a positive value for the first eigenvalue

� All we need is to sort  these eigenvalues and get 

the strongest positive ones as possible artery 
points.
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Next Steps

� To combine these approaches as a possible 
solution to avoid branch missing.

� Which global method to use?

�Scaling Variations?

�Mathematical Morphology?

�Differential Geometry?
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